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Abstract. We develop the fundamentals of Mackey functors in the setup of

fusion systems including an acyclicity condition as well as a parametrization
and an explicit description of simple Mackey functors. Using this machinery

we extend Dwyer’s sharpness results to exotic fusion systems F on a finite

p-group S with an abelian subgroup of index p.

1. Introduction.

In [3], Broto, Levi and Oliver introduced a family of topological spaces known
as p-local finite groups, based on fusion systems defined by Puig. These objects
behave homotopically like the p-completed classifying spaces of finite groups but
without necessarily being one of them. In particular, these spaces may be described
in different ways as a homotopy colimit of simpler spaces; see the subgroup and
centralizer homology decompositions in [3, §2].

Let F be a saturated fusion system on the finite p-group S. By the ground-
breaking recent work of Chermak [8], we can associate to each saturated fusion
system F a unique p-local finite group that plays the role of the classifying space
BF of F . The subgroup homology decomposition for BF permits to reconstruct
this classifying space by gluing together classifying spaces BP , where P runs over
the collection of subgroups of S that are F-centric.

For the finite group case, i.e., for F = FS(G) with G a finite group contain-
ing S as a Sylow p-subgroup, the subgroup homology decomposition possesses
one further feature called sharpness. To explain this terminology we need first
to consider the orbit category O(F) and the centric orbit category O(Fc). Objects
in O(F) are all subgroups of S and morphisms are given by HomO(F)(P,Q) =
Inn(Q)\HomF (P,Q), where Inn(Q) acts by post-composition. The centric orbit
category O(Fc) is the full subcategory of O(F) with objects the F-centric sub-
groups of S. Then the subgroup decomposition reads as

BF ' hocolim
O(Fc)

B̃,

where B̃ : O(Fc)→ Top is a functor such that B̃(P ) has the homotopy type of BP
for each F-centric subgroup P ≤ S. By the work of Bousfield and Kan [2], the
above homotopy colimit gives rise to a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence

Ei,j2 = lim←−
i

O(Fc)H
j(−;Fp)⇒ Hi+j(BF ;Fp).
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Sharpness means that this spectral sequence collapses onto the vertical axis. This
is equivalent to that Hj(−;Fp) is acyclic as a contravariant functor over O(Fc)
for any j ≥ 0, which means that the higher limits lim←−

i

O(Fc)H
j(−;Fp) vanish for

all i ≥ 1 and j ≥ 0. It was proven for the finite group case F = FS(G) by
Dwyer in [11, Theorem 10.3], where it is referred to as subgroup-sharpness for the
collection of p-centric subgroups. More precisely, Dwyer’s result states that the
higher limits lim←−

i

Ocp(G)
Hj(−;Fp) vanish, where Ocp(G) is the category with objects

the p-centric subgroups P of G and morphisms MorOcp(G)(P,Q) = Q\NG(P,Q),

where NG(P,Q) = {x ∈ G | xP ≤ Q}. But in fact, by [4, Lemma 1.3], the higher
limits over O(Fc) and Ocp(G) coincide (see also the proof of Theorem B below).

An important feature of the cohomology functor Hj(−;Fp) is that it is a global
Mackey functor (see [18, §1] for a definition). Roughly speaking, this means that
transfer and restriction for cohomology satisfy various compatibility conditions in-
cluding the Mackey decomposition formula.

Given a fusion system F on a finite p-group S, we can define a Mackey functor for
F (over a commutative ring k) analogously (see Section 2 for a precise definition).
It consists of a function M which assigns a k-module M(P ) to each subgroup P of
S, homomorphisms rPQ : M(P ) → M(Q) and tPQ : M(Q) → M(P ) for Q ≤ P ≤ S

and isomorphisms iso(ϕ) : M(P )→M(ϕ(P )) for any isomorphism ϕ of F and they
satisfy (among others) the Mackey decomposition formula:

(1) rPQ ◦ tPR =
∑

x∈[Q\P/R]

tQQ∩xR ◦ r
xR
Q∩xR ◦ iso(cx|R) : M(R)→M(Q),

where Q,R ≤ P ≤ S and [Q\P/R] denotes a set of representatives of the double
cosets QxR in P . We shall also introduce the notion of X -restricted Mackey functor
for F , where X is an F-overconjugacy closed collection of subgroups of S, for
instance, the collection Fc of the F-centric sugroups of S. In this case, the Mackey
decomposition formula for X takes the form

(2) rPQ ◦ tPR =
∑

x∈[Q\P/R]X

tQQ∩xR ◦ r
xR
Q∩xR ◦ iso(cx|R) : M(R)→M(Q),

where Q,R ≤ P are subgroups in X and [Q\P/R]X is a set of representatives of
the double cosets QxR in P with Q ∩ xR ∈ X .

The notions of Mackey functors for F and X -restricted Mackey functor for F
may also be stated in terms of pairs of functors M = (M∗,M∗) : O(F) → k-Mod
and M = (M∗,M∗) : O(X )→ k-Mod, respectively, where M∗ is contravariant, M∗
is covariant, O(X ) is the full subcategory of O(F) with object set X , and k-Mod
is the category of k-modules. In our main applications, we only consider Mackey
functors where the ground ring k is a field and whose values are in the category
k-mod of finite dimensional k-vector spaces. Roughly speaking, the contravariant
part M∗ is obtained from r and iso, and the covariant part M∗ from t and iso. This
equivalence and the full detailed definitions of Mackey functors for fusion systems
are given in Section 2.

The acyclicity of Mackey functors over suitable categories is well-known and
traces back to the paper [13] of Jackowski and McClure. For the setup of fusion
systems, the combination of Jackowski and McClure’s result with the work of Dı́az
and Libman [9] gives the following acyclicity result.
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Theorem A. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S. Then for
every Fc-restricted Mackey functor M = (M∗,M∗) : O(Fc)→ Z(p)-Mod for F , the

contravariant part M∗ is acyclic: lim←−
i

O(Fc)M
∗|O(Fc) = 0 for i > 0.

This theorem is proven in Section 4 and it will play a key role in the proof of
Theorem C below. Motivated by Dwyer’s sharpness result and the above theo-
rem, we make the following conjecture, which we name after the original notion of
sharpness.

Conjecture (Sharpness for fusion systems). Let F be a saturated fusion system
on a finite p-group and let M = (M∗,M∗) : O(F) → Fp-mod be a Mackey functor
over the full orbit category of F . Then the higher limits of the contravariant part
M∗ over the centric orbit category vanish: lim←−

i

O(Fc)M
∗|O(Fc) = 0 for i > 0.

This conjecture includes as a particular case the acyclicity of the cohomology
functor Hj(−;Fp) : O(Fc) → Fp-mod for any j ≥ 0, which is one of the open
problems listed in [1, III.§7]. Dwyer’s subgroup-sharpness for the collection of p-
centric subgroups shows that the conjecture holds for M equal to the cohomology
functor Hj(−;Fp) : O(F) → Fp-mod and F = FS(G) the fusion system of a finite
group G with Sylow p-subgroup S.

In this paper, we confirm the sharpness conjecture for some special cases. First,
the conjecture holds when F is a group fusion system. It is basically the result
of Jackowski–McClure (see Proposition 4.1) translated to our setting, using two
lemmas that we can either mod out by p′-subgroups ([4, Lemma 1.3]) or discard
non p-centric subgroups ([12, Theorem 1.2]) without changing the higher limits.

Theorem B. Let F = FS(G) be the fusion system of the finite group G with
S ∈ Sylp(G) and let M = (M∗,M∗) : O(F) → Fp-mod be a Mackey functor over
the full orbit category of F . Then the higher limits of M∗ over the orbit centric
category vanish: lim←−

i

O(Fc)M
∗|O(Fc) = 0 for i > 0.

For exotic fusion systems the strategy used to prove Theorem B can not be
applied because of the lack of an ambient finite group inducing the given fusion.
Nevertheless, the development of some standard machinery for Mackey functors
provides us with a suitable setting to study the sharpness conjecture even in the
exotic case. These tools consist of a parametrization and a concrete description of
simple Mackey functors (Section 3) as well as the aforementioned acyclicity result
for Fc-restricted Mackey functors (Theorem A above and Section 4). In short, we
filter the given Mackey functor M over the full orbit category O(F) with simple
subquotients, and use the concrete description of those simple subquotients to show
their restriction to O(Fc) are Fc-restricted Mackey functors. With this method,
we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem C. Let S be a nonabelian finite p-group with an abelian subgroup of
index p. For any saturated fusion system F on S and any Mackey functor

M = (M∗,M∗) : O(F)→ Fp-mod,

we have
lim←−

i

O(Fc)M
∗|O(Fc) = 0 ∀i > 0.

We consider the above case because such p-groups S afford plenty of exotic
fusion systems, even though S is close to being abelian. Thus Theorem C with
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M = Hj(−;Fp) extends Dwyer’s result to those exotic fusion systems. All fusion
systems on p-groups of p-rank two for p odd are classified by the first author and
Ruiz and Viruel [16, 10], and all exotic fusion systems among them are afforded by
p-groups S having an abelian subgroup A of index p. More recently Oliver [15] set
out to classify all simple fusion systems on such p-groups S. He has completed the
case where p is odd and A is not F-essential, and found that most of them are exotic.
We hasten to point out that Theorem C does not require the full classification of
such fusion systems, though. In particular, it applies to all finite p-groups S having
an abelian subgroup A of index p, and does not require the assumption that A is
not F-essential. Theorems B and C are proven in Section 5.

Acknowledgements: We are grateful to Adam Glesser and Radu Stancu for
their support and helpful comments in several occasions during the long period of
gestation of this work. We are also in debt to École Polythechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne, Université de Picardie and Universidad de Málaga for their hospitality
and support.

2. Mackey functors for fusion systems

Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S. Let X be a collection of subgroups
of S which is closed under F-overconjugacy, in the sense that if ϕ : P → Q is a
morphism in F and P belongs to X , then so does Q. For example, the collection
Fc of the F-centric subgroups of S is closed under F-overconjugacy. Let O(X )
denote the full subcategory of the orbit category O(F) with object set X . For a
morphism ϕ : P → Q in F , let [ϕ] denote the Inn(Q)-orbit of ϕ. For subgroups
Q ≤ P ≤ S, let ιPQ : Q→ P denote the inclusion map. For a subgroup P of S and

subgroups Q, R of P , let [Q\P/R] denote a set of representatives of the double
cosets QxR in P , and let

[Q\P/R]X = {x ∈ [Q\P/R] | Q ∩ xR ∈ X}.

Definition 2.1. Let F be a fusion system and let X be an F-overconjugacy closed
collection of subgroups of S. An X -restricted Mackey functor for F over a commu-
tative ring k with identity element is a pair of functors

M = (M∗,M∗) : O(X )→ k-Mod

satisfying the following conditions.

(1) (Bivariance) M∗ : O(X )→ k-Mod is a contravariant functor, M∗ : O(X )→
k-Mod is a covariant functor, and M∗(P ) = M∗(P ) =: M(P ) for all ob-
jects P of X .

(2) (Isomorphism) M∗([α]) = M∗([α]−1) if [α] is an isomorphism in O(X ).
(3) (Mackey decomposition) If Q,R ≤ P ≤ S are in X , then

M∗([ιPQ]) ◦M∗([ιPR]) =
∑

x∈[Q\P/R]X

M∗([ι
Q
Q∩xR]) ◦M∗([ι

xR
Q∩xR]) ◦M∗([cx|R]).

When X consists of all subgroups of S, we simply say that M is a Mackey functor
for F .

In the above definition, the Mackey decomposition condition is in fact “X -
truncated Mackey decomposition” in which we take only those double coset rep-
resentatives whose corresponding intersections belong to X . The reason why we
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consider these restricted Mackey functors is that the Fc-restricted Mackey func-
tors for F have a nice acylicity property (Theorem A) which is crucial for proving
Theorem C.

With a slight change of notation, we can reformulate the definition of Mackey
functors in a way that is closer to the classical definition as follows.

Proposition 2.2. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-groups S and let X be
an F-overconjugacy closed collection of subgroups of S. An X -restricted Mackey
functor for F over a commutative ring k with identity element can be prescribed as
a function

M : Ob(X )→ k-Mod

together with k-module homomorphisms

rPQ : M(P )→M(Q)

tPQ : M(Q)→M(P )

iso(ϕ) : M(P )→M(ϕ(P ))

for all objects Q ≤ P in X and for all isomorphisms ϕ : P → ϕ(P ) in F satisfying
the following conditions.

(1) (Identity) rPP = tPP = iso(cx|P ) = IdM(P ) for P in X and for x ∈ P .

(2) (Transitivity) rQR ◦ rPQ = rPR, tPQ ◦ tQR = tPR, iso(ψ) ◦ iso(ϕ) = iso(ψ ◦ ϕ) for
R ≤ Q ≤ P in X and for isomorphisms ϕ, ψ in X such that ψ◦ϕ is defined.

(3) (Conjugation) iso(ϕ|Q) ◦ rPQ = r
ϕ(P )
ϕ(Q) ◦ iso(ϕ), iso(ϕ) ◦ tPQ = t

ϕ(P )
ϕ(Q) ◦ iso(ϕ|Q)

for Q ≤ P in X and for isomorphisms ϕ : P → ϕ(P ) in X .
(4) (Mackey decomposition) For Q,R ≤ P in X ,

rPQ ◦ tPR =
∑

x∈[Q\P/R]X

tQQ∩xR ◦ r
xR
Q∩xR ◦ iso(cx|R).

Proof. If M is an X -restricted Mackey functor for F , set

rPQ = M∗([ιPQ]) : M(P )→M(Q),

tPQ = M∗([ι
P
Q]) : M(Q)→M(P ),

iso(ϕ) = M∗([ϕ]) = M∗([ϕ−1]) : M(P )→M(ϕ(P )),

where Q ≤ P are in X and ϕ : P → ϕ(P ) is an isomorphism in F . Conversely,
if M : Ob(X ) → k-Mod is a function satisfying the above four conditions, for a
morphism ϕ : P → ϕ(P ) of F with P , Q in X , set

M∗([ϕ]) = iso(ϕ−1) ◦ rQϕ(P ),

M∗([ϕ]) = tQϕ(P ) ◦ iso(ϕ),

where ϕ : P → ϕ(P ) is the induced isomorphism. It is straightforward to check
that the desired conditions are satisfied in both directions. �

The X -restricted Mackey functors for F form a category where a morphism
η : M → N is a collection of k-module homomorphisms {ηP : M(P )→ N(P )}P∈X
such that for any [ϕ] ∈ HomO(X )(P,Q) we have ηP ◦ M∗([ϕ]) = N∗([ϕ]) ◦ ηQ
and ηQ ◦M∗([ϕ]) = N∗([ϕ]) ◦ ηP . We denote by MackXk (F) the category of X -
restricted Mackey functors for F over k, and we simply write Mackk(F) for the

category of Mackey functors for F over k. We also denote by Funbi(O(X ), k-Mod)
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the category of those pairs (M∗,M∗) satisfying the Bivariance condition and the

Isomorphism condition in Definition 2.1. Then MackXk (F) embeds into Mackk(F)

by assigning zero modules for all P ≤ S not in X . Also, MackXk (F) embeds into

Funbi(O(X ), k-Mod) by forgetting the Mackey decomposition condition and we have
the following commutative diagram

(3) Funbi(O(X ), k-Mod) Funbi(O(F), k-Mod)
resoo

MackXk (F) �
� //

?�

OO

Mackk(F).
?�

OO

For M ∈ Mackk(F), its restriction M |O(X ) to O(X ) is not necessarily a Mackey
functor for X ; it is Mackey if and only if it satisfies the Mackey decomposition
condition for X .

For example, the jth cohomology functor Hj(−; k) with trivial coefficients k is
a global Mackey functor in the sense of Webb [18] and its restriction Hj(−, k)|O(F)

to O(F) is a Mackey functor for F . But the further restriction Hj(−, k)|O(X ) to
O(X ) may not be an X -restricted Mackey functor for F (see Example 5.4). A
criterion which ensures that a Mackey functor M for a fusion system F restricts to
an Fc-restricted Mackey functor M |O(Fc) is given in Proposition 4.4. We will see
examples of Fc-restricted Mackey functors for F in the proof of Theorem C.

3. Simple Mackey functors.

Let F be a fusion system on the finite p-group S, let X be an F-overconjugacy
closed collection of subgroups of S and let k be a commutative ring with identity
element. The category MackXk (F) of X -restricted Mackey functors for F over k is
an abelian category in which kernels and cokernels are constructed “objectwise”. In
this section, we parametrize the simple X -truncated Mackey functors for F , i.e., the
simple objects in the abelian category MackXk (F), and we describe them explicitly.

First we consider the case where X consists of all subgroups of S, following
Webb’s approach [18, Section 2]. Our constructions here differ from those there
only in that, instead of considering all finite groups and homomorphisms among
them, we examine only those subgroups and morphisms in the category O(F). It
turns out that this restriction is not essential and the arguments follow verbatim.
Hence we omit the proofs, but still give the detailed constructions as they are crucial
in the applications.

Let M ∈ Mackk(F). A minimal subgroup for M is a subgroup Q ≤ S such that
M(Q) 6= 0 but M(P ) = 0 for every proper subgroup P of Q.

Proposition 3.1 ([18, Proposition 2.1]). If M ∈ Mackk(F) is simple then M
has a unique F-conjugacy class of minimal subgroups Q and M(Q) is a simple
kOutF (Q)-module.

In the opposite direction, for Q ≤ S and V a simple kOutF (Q)-module, we
describe a simple Mackey functor SQ,V ∈ Mackk(F) for which Q is a minimal
subgroup and SQ,V (Q) ∼= V .

To define the values of SQ,V we start by setting SQ,V (L) = V as a set for each
F-conjugate L of Q. For each such subgroup L we also fix an F-isomorphism
α : Q→ L. If αi : Q→ Li (i = 1, 2) are the chosen isomorphisms for subgroups L1
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and L2 that are F-conjugate to Q and [γ] : L1 → L2 is an isomorphism in O(F) we
define

SQ,V ∗([γ])(v) = [α−1
2 γα1] · v for v ∈ V

and SQ,V
∗([γ]) = SQ,V ∗([γ

−1]). This makes V = SQ,V (L) into the kOutF (L)-
module obtained from the kOutF (Q)-module V by transporting the action along
α : Q→ L. We denote this module by αV .

For a general subgroup P ≤ S we set

(4) SQ,V (P ) ∼=
⊕

Q
α∼=L≤PP

tr
NP (L)
L (αV ),

where the direct sum is taken over the P -conjugacy classes of the subgroups L of
P that are F-conjugate to Q. For each of these classes a representative L is chosen

and an F-isomorphism α : Q→ L is also fixed. The map tr
NP (L)
L : αV → αV is the

relative trace map, where NP (L) acts on the kOutF (L)-module αV via the map
NP (L)→ OutF (L) given by conjugation.

Now let R ≤ S be another subgroup and write

SQ,V (R) ∼=
⊕

Q
β∼=L′≤RR

tr
NR(L′)
L′ (βV ),

where we have chosen representatives L′ and isomorphisms β : Q→ L′. If [γ] : P →
R is an isomorphism in O(F) then SQ,V ∗([γ]) is determined on the summand cor-
responding to L ≤ P via the isomorphism γ|L : L→ γ(L) ≤ R in the way described
before. We define SQ,V

∗([γ]) = SQ,V ∗([γ
−1]).

Suppose now that R ≤ P . The transfer tPR = SQ,V ∗([ι
P
R]) sends the summand

corresponding to L′ ≤ R to the summand corresponding to L = L′ ≤ P as fol-
lows, where we assume for simplicity that α = β : Q → L = L′ are the chosen
representatives and isomorphisms:

(5) tr
NR(L)
L (αV )

tPR−→ tr
NP (L)
L (αV )

v 7→ tr
NP (L)
NR(L)(v).

The restriction rPR = SQ,V
∗([ιPR]) sends the summand corresponding to L ≤ P

to 0 if no P -conjugate of L is contained in R. Assume otherwise that there are
P -conjugates of L lying in R and let L′i = piL with pi ∈ P be the chosen represen-
tatives for their R-conjugacy classes. Let α : Q→ L ≤ P be the chosen isomorphism
for L and assume for simplicity that βi = cpi ◦ α are the chosen isomorphisms for
the subgroups L′i. Then rPR on the summand for L is the diagonal

(6) tr
NP (L)
L (αV )

rPR−→
⊕

i tr
NR(L′i)

L′i
(βiV )

v 7→ ⊕iv.

Proposition 3.2 ([18, Section 2]). Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S.
The simple Mackey functors in Mackk(F) are of the form SQ,V , where Q runs over
the subgroups of S and V runs over the simple kOutF (Q)-modules. Moreover, SQ,V
and SR,W are isomorphic in Mackk(F) if and only if there is an F-isomorphism
α : Q→ R such that αV ∼= W as kOutF (R)-modules.
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Now we turn to the simples in MackXk (F) for an arbitrary F-overconjugacy closed
collection X of subgroups of S. It turns out that there is a straightforward relation
between simples in Mackk(F) and in MackXk (F).

Proposition 3.3. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S and let X be an
F-overconjugacy closed collection of subgroups of S. For Q ≤ S and V a simple
kOutF (Q)-module, the simple Mackey functor SQ,V for F vanishes outside of X
and restricts to a simple object in MackXk (F) if and only if Q belongs to X , and all

simple objects in MackXk (F) arise this way.

Proof. If Q ∈ X , then SQ,V (P ) = 0 for P ≤ S with P /∈ X because of the construc-
tion of SQ,V and because X is F-overconjugacy closed. In this case the restriction

SQ,V |O(X ) belongs to MackXk (F) because the X -truncated Mackey decomposition
(Definition 2.1(3)) for SQ,V |O(X ) is obtained for free from the Mackey decomposi-
tion for SQ,V . Conversely, if SQ,V vanishes outside of X , then Q must belong to X
because SQ,V (Q) ∼= V 6= 0. Finally, suppose M is an object of MackXk (F) and let N
be the “extension by zero” of M to O(F). Then N ∈ Mackk(F) and N |O(X ) = M .

Moreover, M is simple in MackXk (F) if and only if N is simple in Mackk(F). �

We record the following useful property of SQ,V .

Corollary 3.4 ([18, Proposition 2.8]). Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-
group S. Let Q be a subgroup of S and let V be a simple kOutF (Q)-module and
consider the simple Mackey functor SQ,V for F . If SQ,V (P ) 6= 0, then there exists
a morphism α : Q→ P in F such that the stabilizer in NP (α(Q)) of αV is equal to
α(Q); in particular, CP (α(Q)) ≤ α(Q).

Recall now that a Mackey functor M is cohomological if for every inclusion of
subgroups R ≤ P , restriction followed by transfer is multiplication by the index:

tPR(rPR(x)) = |P : R|x for every x ∈M(P ).

Thévenaz and Webb [17, Proposition 16.10] showed that a simple Mackey functor
for a fixed finite group G over a field of characteristic p is cohomological if and only
if its minimal subgroups are p-groups. We prove an analogous result for simple
Mackey functors for fusion systems. First we recall a group theoretic result.

Lemma 3.5. Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G and Q a p-subgroup of
G. Then

|NG(Q,H) : H| ≡ |G : H| mod p,

where NG(Q,H) = {x ∈ G | xQ ≤ H}.

Proof. Consider the right Q-action on the set H\G of right H-cosets in G induced
by multiplication in G. The Q-fixed points are H\NG(Q,H) and the nontrivial
Q-orbits have cardinality divisible by p. �

Proposition 3.6. Let F be a fusion system on a finite p-group S and let k be
a field of characteristic p. Then every simple Mackey functor for F over k is
cohomological.

Proof. Consider the simple Mackey functor SQ,V in Mackk(F) with Q ≤ S and V a
simple kOutF (Q)-module. Let R ≤ P ≤ S and consider the summand of SQ,V (P )
corresponding to L ≤ P and for which the F-isomorphism α : Q → L has been
chosen. Let C be the set of R-conjugacy classes of P -conjugates of L lying in R,
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and choose representatives L′i = piL for these classes. Using (6) and (5) it is easy
to see that then tPR rPR restricts to this summand as

tr
NP (L)
L (αV )

tPR rPR−−−→ tr
NP (L)
L (αV )

v 7→
∑
i tr

NP (L)
NqiR(L)(v),

where qi = p−1
i . Because v already lies in the invariants (αV )NP (L) we have that

tPR rPR(v) =
∑
i

|NP (L) : NqiR(L)|v.

Now note that |C| = |R\NP (L,R)/NP (L)|, where R and NP (L) act on NP (L,R)
by multiplication on the left and right respectively. Moreover, the action of NP (L)
on the orbit of pi in R\NP (L,R) has isotropy group equal to NqiR(L). It turns out
then that

tPR rPR(v) = |NP (L,R) : R|v = |P : R|v,
where the last equality is due to Lemma 3.5. �

4. Acyclicity of Mackey functors

In this section, we present an important acyclicity condition for Mackey func-
tors for fusion systems. Contrary to the previous two sections, saturation (see [3,
Definition 1.2]) is crucial for the following theorem.

Theorem A. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S. Then for
every Fc-restricted Mackey functor M = (M∗,M∗) : O(Fc)→ Z(p)-Mod for F , the

contravariant part M∗ is acyclic: lim←−
i

O(Fc)M
∗|O(Fc) = 0 for i > 0.

This theorem is a consequence of the combination of works of Jackowski and
McClure [13] and Dı́az and Libman [9]. In [13], Jackowski and McClure, following
Dress’s definition of Mackey functors for a finite group G, define a Mackey functor
on a small category C with pullbacks as a bivariant functor M = (M∗,M∗) : C →
Z-Mod such that every pullback diagram

W
γ //

δ
��

Y

β

��
X

α // Z

in C induces a commutative diagram

M(W )
M∗(γ) //// M(Y )

M(X)
M∗(α) //

M∗(δ)

OO

M(Z).

M∗(β)

OO

Further they define a proto-Mackey functor on a small category B as a a bivariant
functor M : B → Z-Mod such that its additive extension Mq : Bq → Z-Mod is a
Mackey functor in the previous sense, provided that Bq has pullbacks. Then they
show the following acyclicity criterion.

Proposition 4.1 ([13, Corollary 5.16]). Let B be a small category satisfying the
following conditions.
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(B0) The product of each pair of objects of B and the pullback of each diagram
c→ e← d of objects of B exist in Bq.

(B1) B has finitely many isomorphism classes of objects, each set of morphisms
is finite, and all self-maps in B are isomorphisms.

(B2) For each object P of B there is an object Q of B with |HomB(P,Q)| prime
to p.

Then for every proto-Mackey functor M : B → Z(p)-Mod, its contravariant part M∗

is acyclic.

The condition (B0), which is denoted as (PB×q) in [13], ensures that Bq has
pullbacks and product of pairs of objects which is distributive over coproducts.
This allows them to define Mackey functors and the Burnside ring for Bq. Using
the action of the Burnside ring on Mackey functors and the conditions (B1) and
(B2), they prove the above proposition.

On the other hand, Dı́az and Libman [9] construct the Burnside ring of O(Fc)q
using the products in O(Fc)q, which goes back to Puig. It is easy to show that
O(Fc)q has equalizers. Consequently, O(Fc)q has pullbacks.

Proposition 4.2 ([9, Propositions 2.9 and 2.10]). Suppose that F is a saturated
fusion system on a finite p-group S. Then O(Fc) satisfies the condition (B0). In

particular, for F-centric subgroups Q,R ≤ P ≤ S, the pullback of R
[ιPR]−−→ P

[ιPQ]
←−− Q

is given by ∐
xQ ∩ xR

([ιQ
Q∩xR])

//

([cx−1 ])

��

Q

[ιPQ]

��
R

[ιPR] // P

where the coproduct is taken over x ∈ [Q\P/R]Fc = {x ∈ [Q\P/R] | Q∩ xR ∈ Fc}.

Proof of Theorem A. By Proposition 4.2 and [13, Lemma 5.13], proto-Mackey func-
tors onO(Fc) are in fact the same as Fc-truncated Mackey functors for F as defined
in this paper. Thus it suffices to show that O(Fc) satisfies the three conditions of
Proposition 4.1. We have seen that the condition (B0) holds for O(Fc). The con-
dition (B1) is trivially satisfied and the condition (B2) follows from the well-known
fact ([9, Proposition 2.8]) that |HomO(Fc)(P, S)| is prime to p for every F-centric
P ≤ S. �

Now we present a strategy to study acyclicity of restrictions of Mackey functors,
which will be used in Section 5. Consider a Mackey functorM = (M∗,M∗) : O(F)→
Fp-mod defined on the full orbit category. Its restriction to the centric orbit cate-
gory M |O(Fc) might not be an Fc-truncated Mackey functor, and so we cannot use
Theorem A directly to conclude that M∗|O(Fc) is acyclic. Instead we break up the
Mackey functor M by taking a composition series, then study how the restrictions
of the composition factors contribute to the higher limits of M∗|O(Fc).

Proposition 4.3. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S and let k
be a field of characteristic p. Consider a Mackey functor M : O(F)→ k-mod which
takes finite dimensional k-vector spaces as its values. If for each composition factor
SQ,V of M , where Q ≤ S is non-F-centric and V is a simple kOutF (Q)-module,
the functor S∗Q,V |O(Fc) is acyclic, then M∗|O(Fc) is acyclic.
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Proof. By assumption there is a finite-length filtration of M by successive maximal
Mackey subfunctors

0 = Mr ⊂Mr−1 ⊂ . . . ⊂M1 ⊂M0 = M.

Restricting this filtration we get a filtration of bivariant functors Ni = Mi|O(Fc).
From the long exact sequence of higher limits associated to the short exact sequences
0→ N∗i+1 → N∗i → N∗i /N

∗
i+1 → 0, it is immediate that if each N∗i /N

∗
i+1 is acyclic

then so is N∗0 = M∗|O(Fc). Now, by Proposition 3.2, each quotient Mi/Mi+1 is
of the form SQ,V , where Q ≤ S is a subgroup of S and V is a simple kOutF (Q)-
module. Hence, each quotient N∗i /N

∗
i−1 is of the form S∗Q,V |O(Fc). If Q is F-centric

then SQ,V |O(Fc) is in MackF
c

k (F) by Proposition 3.2 and so S∗Q,V |O(Fc) is acyclic

by Theorem A. Therefore, M∗|O(Fc) is acyclic provided that S∗Q,V |O(Fc) is acyclic
whenever Q is not F-centric. �

The next proposition together with Theorem A give sufficient conditions for
acyclicity, which may be applied to functors S∗Q,V |O(Fc) with Q non-F-centric as in
the statement of Proposition 4.3. In its statement and proof we use the notations
r, t and iso introduced in Proposition 2.2.

Proposition 4.4. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a finite p-group S and let
k be a field of characteristic p. Consider a Mackey functor M for F over k. Then
the restriction M |O(Fc) is an Fc-truncated Mackey functor for F if the composite

M(P )
rPP∩R−−−→M(P ∩R)

tRP∩R−−−→M(R)

is zero whenever P,R ≤ S are F-centric and P ∩R is not F-centric.

Proof. Since M is a Mackey functor for F , we have

rTR tTP =
∑

x∈[R\T/P ]

tRR∩xP r
xP
R∩xP iso(cx|P )

for all P,R ≤ T ≤ S. As remarked at the end of Section 2, the restriction M |O(Fc)
is an Fc-truncated Mackey functor for F if the above equality holds with the sum
replaced by the sum over x ∈ [P\T/R]Fc whenever P , R, T are F-centric. In
particular, this is the case provided that

tRR∩xP r
xP
R∩xP = 0

whenever P ∩ xR is not F-centric. The proposition follows. �

Example 4.5. Assume the notations of Proposition 4.4 with M = SQ,V for some
non-F-centric subgroup Q of S and a simple kOutF (Q)-module V . In general tRP∩R
is nonzero: For instance, for p = 3 and m ≥ 2, let s1 and s2 be the generators of the
abelian 3-group γ1 = Z3m×Z3m and consider G = γ1oSL2(3). A Sylow 3-subgroup
of G is S = γ1 o 〈s〉, where s has order 3 and acts via the matrix

(
1 −3
1 −2

)
. The

fusion system F = FS(G) corresponds to the fourth line of [10, Table 6] and S is
the maximal nilpotency class 3-rank two 3-group B(3, 2m+ 1; 0, 0, 0).

Now, the subgroup Q = 〈s3m−1

1 , s3m−1

2 〉 is isomorphic to Z3 × Z3 and is not
centric as CS(Q) = γ1. The element s acts on Q via the matrix

(
1 0
1 1

)
and hence

the subgroup P = Qo 〈s〉 is isomorphic to the extraspecial group of order 27 and
exponent 3, 31+2

+ . Moreover, P is F-centric. Because OutF (γ1) = SL2(3) and this
group is 3-reduced, this outer automorphism group restricts to OutF (Q) = SL2(3).
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Let V be the unique 3-dimensional simple k SL2(3)-module. Then the action of

s ∈ OutF (Q) on V can be represented by T =
(

1 1 1
0 1 −1
0 0 1

)
. Since I+T+T 2 =

(
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

)
,

we have trPQ(V ) = k and the transfer map

SQ,V (Q) = V
tPQ−→ SQ,V (P ) = trPQ(V ) = k

is nonzero (cf. 5).
In the proof of Theorem C in the next section, we will nevertheless show that

under some assumptions (including the above situation) the composition in Propo-
sition 4.4 with M = SQ,V and Q a non-F-centric subgroup is zero.

5. Examples.

In this section we provide confirmation of the sharpness conjecture in the intro-
duction for the finite group case and for those fusion systems defined on a p-group
having an abelian subgroup of index p. First we deal with the group case. For the
definition and properties tailored to fusion systems, see [1, III.§5.4].

Theorem B. Let F = FS(G) be the fusion system of the finite group G with
S ∈ Sylp(G) and let M = (M∗,M∗) : O(F) → Fp-mod be a Mackey functor over
the full orbit category of F . Then the higher limits of M∗ over the centric orbit
category vanish: lim←−

i

O(Fc)M
∗|O(Fc) = 0 for i > 0.

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:

Op(G)
Ψ // OS(G)

Φ // O(F)
M∗ // Fp-mod

Ocp(G)
?�

OO

Ψ // OcS(G)
?�

OO

Φ // O(Fc)
?�

OO

M∗|O(Fc)

::uuuuuuuuu

Here OS(G), Ocp(G) and OcS(G) are full subcategories of the orbit category Op(G)
with objects the p-subgroups of G and morphisms given by HomOp(G)(P,Q) =
Q\NG(P,Q). The objects of OS(G), Ocp(G) and OcS(G) are, respectively, the
subgroups of S, the p-centric subgroups of G, and the p-centric subgroups of
G contained in S. Recall that a p-subgroup P of G is said to be p-centric if
Z(P ) ∈ Sylp(CG(P )), or equivalently, if CG(P ) = Z(P ) × Op′(CG(P )). If P ≤ S,
then P is p-centric if and only if P is F-centric. The functor Φ: OS(G)→ O(F) is
the canonical projection functor. The inclusion OS(G) ↪→ Op(G) is an equivalence
of categories and Ψ: Op(G)→ OS(G) denotes an inverse equivalence. The functors
Φ and Ψ restrict, respectively, to the canonical projection and an equivalence of
categories between the full subcategories of p-centric subgroups.

Note that OS(G) satisfies all conditions in Proposition 4.1, because Op(G) does
and Ψ is an equivalence of categories. The compositeMΦ = (M∗Φ,M∗Φ): OS(G)→
Fp-mod is a proto-Mackey functor for the category OS(G). By Proposition 4.1, we
conclude that the contravariant part M∗Φ is acyclic. Since an equivalence of cat-
egories preserves higher limits (see for example [1, III.5.6]), it follows that M∗ΦΨ
is acyclic.

Now, by [12, Theorem 1.2], we can discard the non p-centric subgroups when
evaluating higher limits, i.e.,

lim←−
∗
Op(G)

M∗ΦΨ ∼= lim←−
∗
Ocp(G)

M∗ΦΨ.
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Finally, since ΦΨ|Ocp(G) is the quotient by p′-group (see [4, Lemma 1.3]), we have

lim←−
∗
Ocp(G)

M∗ΦΨ ∼= lim←−
∗
O(Fc)M

∗,

which completes the proof. �

Next we shall apply the method described in Proposition 4.3 together with The-
orem A and Proposition 4.4 to confirm the sharpness conjecture for a special class
of fusion systems, including some exotic fusion systems.

Theorem C. Let S be a nonabelian finite p-group with an abelian subgroup of
index p and let F be a saturated fusion system F on S. For any Mackey functor
M = (M∗,M∗) : O(F)→ Fp-mod, we have

lim←−
i

O(Fc)M
∗|O(Fc) = 0 ∀i > 0.

The structure of the group S and all possible F-essential subgroups of S are
analyzed in [15], which we summarize in the following lemmas. First we distinguish
two cases.

Lemma 5.1 ([15, Lemma 1.9]). Let S be a nonabelian finite p-group with an abelian
subgroup A of index p. Then either

(1) |S/Z(S)| ≥ p3 and A is the unique abelian subgroup of S of index p, or
(2) S/Z(S) ∼= C2

p and S has exactly p+ 1 abelian subgroups of index p,

In the second case, the p+ 1 abelian subgroups of S of index p are precisely the
proper centric subgroups of S (i.e., subgroups P < S such that CS(P ) ≤ P ), and
F-essential subgroups occur only among those. The first case is dealt with in the
following lemma.

Lemma 5.2 ([15, Lemma 2.3]). Let S be a nonabelian finite p-group with a unique
abelian subgroup A of index p. Set Z = Z(S), Z2 = Z2(S). Let F be a saturated
fusion system on S.

(1) Suppose P < S is an abelian F-essential subgroup such that P 6= A. Then
P ∩A = Z, NA(P ) = Z2 and |NS(P )/P | = |Z2/Z| = p.

(2) Suppose P < S is a nonabelian F-essential subgroup. Then Z(P ) = Z,
P ∩A = Z2, |NS(P )/P | = |Z2/Z| = p.

To apply our method, we also need to know the centric subgroups of S.

Lemma 5.3. Let S be a nonabelian finite p-group with an abelian subgroup A of
index p. Set Z = Z(S) and let P < S.

(1) If P ≤ A, then P is centric in S if and only if P = A.
(2) If P 6≤ A, then P is centric in S if and only if Z ≤ P . More precisely, if

P 6≤ A is abelian centric, then P ∩A = Z; if P 6≤ A is nonabelian centric,
then Z(P ) = Z.

Proof. The first part is obvious. So assume that P 6≤ A. If P is centric, then clearly
Z ≤ P . Conversely, suppose that Z ≤ P . Take x ∈ P −A. Then P = P0〈x〉 where
P0 = P ∩ A and S = A〈x〉. Now CS(P ) ≤ CS(x) and CS(x) has CA(x) = Z as
an index p subgroup with x ∈ CS(x) − Z. Thus CS(P ) ≤ CS(x) = Z〈x〉 ≤ P and
so P is centric. If P is abelian, then S = AP and both A and P are abelian, so
P0 ≤ Z ≤ P . Since |P : P0| = p and P 6≤ A, it follows that P0 = Z. If P is
nonabelian, then Z ≤ Z(P ) = CS(P ) ≤ Z〈x〉, so either Z(P ) = Z or Z(P ) = Z〈x〉.
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But if Z(P ) = Z〈x〉, then P = P0Z(P ) and so P is abelian, a contradiction. Thus
Z(P ) = Z. �

The above information will reduce the configurations we need to consider to
simple situations which can be handled easily.

Proof of Theorem C. Consider the simple Mackey functor SQ,V with non-F-centric
Q ≤ S. We will show that SQ,V |O(Fc) is an Fc-restricted Mackey functor for F , and
hence that it is acyclic by Theorem A. This will prove the theorem by Proposition
4.3. In fact, by Proposition 4.4, it suffices to show that the composite

SQ,V (P )
rPP∩R−−−→ SQ,V (P ∩R)

tRP∩R−−−→ SQ,V (R)

is zero for any two F-centric subgroups P,R ≤ S such that T := P ∩ R is not
F-centric. So let P and R be such subgroups and note then that Z := Z(S) ≤
CS(P ) ∩ CS(R) ≤ P ∩R. Also we may assume that

(a) P , R are nonabelian proper subgroups of S, and that
(b) Q is F-conjugate to T if T is abelian.

Indeed, both P and R are proper subgroups of S because otherwise P ∩ R is F-
centric. Since P , R are F-centric while T = P ∩R is not, we see that T is properly
contained in both P and R. On the other hand, if U ≤ S and SQ,V (U) 6= 0, then
there is L ≤ U which is F-conjugate to Q and such that CU (L) ≤ L by Corollary
3.4. Thus if, moreover, U is abelian, then U = L and so U is F-conjugate to Q.
This proves both (a) and (b).

If S has more than one abelian subgroup of index p, then the only nonabelian
centric subgroup of S is S itself by the comments after Lemma 5.1. So we may
assume that A is the unique abelian subgroup of S of index p.

Now first suppose that T ≤ A. Then T is abelian and so we may assume that
there is an F-isomorphism α : Q → T by the above observation (b). Also we may
assume that P ∩A = T = R∩A. Indeed, if P ∩A > T , then since P ∩A is abelian
and |P ∩A| > |Q|, we have SQ,V (P ∩A) = 0 by Corollary 3.4, and so the composite
is zero (and similarly for R ∩ A > T ). Now T is normal in both P and R as A is
normal in S, so the composite reduces to

trPT (αV )
rPT−→ αV

tRT−→ trRT (αV ).

The homomorphisms from P/T and R/T to S/A ∼= Cp (induced by the inclusions
P ↪→ S and R ↪→ S) are both isomorphisms. If CP (T ) = P the transfer trPT and
the composite above are both zero (and similarly for R). So we may assume that
CP (T ) = CR(T ) = T and hence that CS(T ) = A too. Thus, both OutP (T ) ∼= P/T
and OutR(T ) ∼= R/T are equal to OutS(T ) ∼= S/A. Therefore we have trRT (αV ) =
trPT (αV ) and the composite in the diagram equals the composite tPT rPT , and this is
zero by Proposition 3.6.

Now suppose T 6≤ A. By an observation at the beginning of the proof we have
Z ≤ T and hence, by Lemma 5.3, T is centric in S. Note that, in fact, as Z ≤ A, we
must have Z < T . If there is no F-essential subgroups of S properly containing T ,
then the F-conjugates of T (other than T itself) are given by the F-automorphisms
of S by Alperin’s fusion theorem, and so they also contain Z and are not contained
in A. So all F-conjugates of T are centric, whence T is F-centric, contradicting
the assumption. Thus there is at least one F-essential subgroup U of S properly
containing T . By Lemma 5.2, either U is abelian and |U/Z| = p or U is nonabelian
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and |U/Z| = p2. Since Z < T < U , it follows that U is nonabelian, whence
U = Z2T and |Z2/Z| = p again by Lemma 5.2.

We show that both P and R contain Z2. Then P and R contain U as they
already contain T . Then the theorem follows because the composite in question
factors through tUT rUT , which is zero by Proposition 3.6. Since Z(S/Z) = Z2/Z has
order p, it is contained in every nontrivial normal subgroup of S/Z. Since P 6≤ A,
we have S = AP and so P0 = P ∩ A is a normal subgroup of S. But P0 properly
contains Z since otherwise P is abelian. Thus Z2 ≤ P and similarly Z2 ≤ R, as
desired. �

The following example shows that the restriction to O(Fc) of a Mackey functor
for F may not be an Fc-restricted Mackey functor for F . So to prove Conjecture
in the introduction it is not enough to employ Theorem A and certain strategy, like
that in the proof of Theorem C, must be used.

Example 5.4 (Dı́az–Libman). We will exhibit a finite p-group S such that the de-
gree 1 cohomology functor H1(−;Fp) : O(Fc) → Fp-mod is not an Fc-restricted
Mackey functor for the nilpotent fusion system F = FS(S). By the sharpness

result Theorem B we know that lim←−
i

O(Fc)H
1(−;Fp) = 0 for i ≥ 1 though.

The p-group S will have order pp+3 (p any prime) and two centric normal sub-
groups P , QE S such that:

(a) PQ = S, P ∩Q is not centric.

(b) H1(Q;Fp)
t→ H1(S;Fp)

r→ H1(P ;Fp) is nonzero.

This proves that H1(−;Fp) : O(FS(S)c)→ Fp-mod is not a Mackey functor.
Consider first the Jordan block matrix An of size n and eigenvalue 1. It is

easy to check that, for a prime p, Ap has order p working in Fp. Now define the
(p+ 2)× (p+ 2) matrix with two Jordan blocks, one of size p and one of size 2:

Bp =

Ap 0 0
0 1 1
0 0 1

 .

Then Bp also has order p working in Fp, and the eigenspace associated to eigenvalue

1 consists of all vectors
(
∗ 0 . . . 0 ∗ 0

)t
, where t stands for transposition.

Define Q = Zp×Zp×· · ·×Zp ((p+2) copies) and S = Qo 〈Bp〉. Notice that the
subspace U of Q with last coordinate equal to zero is invariant under Bp. Define
P = U o 〈Bp〉. It is clear than PQ = S and that P ∩ Q = U is not centric as
Q ≤ CS(U). The subgroup Q is centric, and the subgroup P is centric because
CS(P ) ≤ CS(〈Bp〉) ≤ P . So we are left to prove that transfer from Q followed by
restriction to P is nonzero.

Recall that the transfer t : H1(H;Fp)→ H1(G;Fp), where H ≤ G, is given by

t(f)(x) =
∑
i

f(t−1
σi xti),

where f : H → Fp is any homomorphism, {ti} is a set of representatives for the
cosets G/H and σ is the permutation of the representatives induced by multiplica-
tion by x on the cosets G/H.

Our situation isH1(Q;Fp)
t→ H1(Qo〈Bp〉;Fp)

r→ H1(Uo〈Bp〉;Fp). Consider an
arbitrary homomorphism f : Q = Zp×· · ·×Zp → Fp and the element u ∈ U ≤ U o
〈Bp〉 given by u =

(
0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0

)t
. Then r(t(f))(u) =

∑p−1
i=0 f(t−1

i uti)
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as the permutation induced by u on the cosets is the identity (as Q is normal in S
and u ∈ Q). Taking I,Bp, · · · , Bp−1

p as representatives we obtain

r(t(f))(u) =

p−1∑
i=0

f((Bp)
i(u)) =

p−1∑
i=0

f((Ap)
i(v)) = f((I +Ap + · · ·+Ap−1

p )v),

where v =
(
0 0 . . . 0 1

)t
. Hence we have to consider the sum C = I + Ap +

· · ·+Ap−1
p . Write Ap = I +N , where I is the identity matrix and N is a nilpotent

matrix. Then C =
∑p−1
i=0 (I+N)i =

∑p−1
i=0

∑i
j=0

(
i
j

)
N j =

∑p−1
j=0(

∑p−1
i=j

(
i
j

)
)N j . The

identity
∑p−1
i=j

(
i
j

)
=
(
p
j+1

)
implies that over Zp the matrix C has a unique non-zero

entry equal to 1 in the upper right corner. Hence we deduce that

r(t(f))(u) = f(Cv) = f(C
(
0 0 . . . 0 1

)t
) = f(

(
1 0 . . . 0 0

)t
).

Choosing f : Zp × . . .× Zp → Fp which does not vanish on the first coordinate we
are done.
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